


This transcript is from a program I created called  Tuesday Twitter Tutorials The 
hands on workshop for mastering 140 character posts and developing long term 
relationships with other your target audience.

Be sure and listen to the audio that accompanies this program.

In this program we cover: 

√ How to set up your account, 

√ How do you want to be remembered CLAIM YOUR NAME... – take to Twitter 
now http://twitter.com.  If already set up then go to your account and follow along.

Do you want to be anonymous, or brand you or your company? In my Leveraging 
Social Networking Session one woman said she was worried about using her 
name. She is a single woman and thought it would attract stalkers. I suggested 
she use her company name.  I mean how DO you want to be known? If you are 
going to use twitter to build a fan base of loyal followers who may ultimately buy 
your stuff, then it is important to BRAND the thing you want to be know for.  Scott 
Stratton is known as @unmarketing, which is the name of his company. When he 
set up his Twitter profile he wanted to brand his company and used unmarketing. 
Empowerment Coach, Carrie Wilkerson is known as the @Barefoot_Exec and so 
uses that as her Twitter ID. She also uses her name so people who know her can 
find her either way.  Social Media Expert @ChrisBrogan uses his name because 
that is how he wants to be known.  I also use my name because I have more than 
one company.

Questions or comments?

√ How to write your profile –   The most important aspect of writing your profile is 
to be clear about what you want to be known for. If you have a company slogan or 
tagline, you could incorporate it here. Use keywords that you would use in any 
online profile. For instance, @FeliciaSlattery uses Communication Consultant, 
Speaker &amp; Coach, Mom, networker, lover of good food &amp; really happy 
person. This way if someone is searching for interesting or like minded people to 
follow, those with similar interests have a greater chance of following her. 
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Definitions:

√ Timeline - the place where all your tweets show up as well as those you 
follow

√ Twitter users are referred to as Tweeters, Twitterers or Tweeple, and 

√ Tweets are the 140-character updates they post.

√ Followers are people who “subscribe to your posts”

√ Hashtag refers to the convention of prefixing a word with a hash symbol in order 
to track, organise or filter Tweets by subject or category, and to provide context. 
For example, if someone is leading a Twitter discussion on common Twitter 
terms with their Followers, they could include #commonterms in their Tweet. This 
is an effective tool for keeping track of debates, common news items or popular 
topics and makes it easier to find topics in a search. 

√ The most successful ways to Tweet (and how to raise your chances of 
being retweeted): 

Being ‘retweeted’, is similar to being quoted.  If someone who is following you finds 
what you say interesting or useful they may choose to repost your post to their 
own timeline sharing it with all their followers. Being retweeted is the highest 
compliment you can pay a person on Twitter and is a great way of reaching a 
larger audience in the Twittersphere than you might otherwise reach on your own.

The way you will recognize a Retweeted posts is by: ‘RT @username’ in front of 
the original tweet. 

Things I tweet about that get retweeted include: resources – a couple of days ago I 
learned about a site called retaggr which is A central location for your personal 
info, and a gateway to all your online profiles and networks. You can list every 
social networking site to which you belong and others will find you there. It’s free. It 
was retweeted a dozen times.
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You can ask a questions, or for help or for an opinion on a particular product or 
service.  Again, it depends on who sees it, but it can get you retweeted.  You can 
share something newsworthy, prolific or amusing. During April Fools day for 
instance I shared quotes, trivia and even some of the pranks I played on others. 

The one I wrote about calling my mother and pretending it was the white house 
was retweeted 23 times!  My mother, btw did not think it funny at the time (God 
rest her soul). I did that throughout the day and gained 47 followers that day. 

You can use Twitter to promote an event, a blog post or a product. However if you 
do that, i strongly suggest you only do it sparingly (unless you are offering it for 
free) because Twitter is about building relationships and conversing.  If all you post 
are links to your blog posts or products pretty soon you will find yourself without 
anyone following you.  My rule is for every 30-40 tweets I post, I might post 
something self promotional. 

BTW, all these ideas are great ways to build content.  Especially when you 
are at a loss for words. Here are some other tips:

1. Keep your tweet short – The standard is under 125 characters because in order 
to be retweeted you need to allow space for an ‘@’ symbol, your username, the 
letters ‘RT’, and 2 spaces (one after RT and one after your username). Go to my 
@heidirichards and show them....

2. Say something interesting – If you  have something interesting to say people are 
more inclined to pass it on to their followers, because they’ve found it funny, 
informative or helpful.  

Pete Cashmore, The CEO of @Mashable probably holds the Twitter record for the 
most retweeted person. He’s retweeted several hundred times a day, as you can 
see from Retweetist.com – Retweetist is a site which ranks people based on the 
number of times they are retweeted. Of course he has almost 600 thousand 
followers!

If you don’t get retweeted right away, don’t get discouraged. It was a few weeks 
before I was and then it started building momentum.  People who follow you are 
probably getting to know you and your style.
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Questions or comments?

√ How to grow your followers. (go to FindPeople again) Follow others that follow 
you. If you are just starting out, go to search and find people you know are on 
Twitter. Follow some of the ones I mentioned.  Follow me. Follow one another. 
Then see who we are following and follow those you find interesting. Follow people 
with a few followers and those with a lot of followers.  One of my followers, is 
HorseCrazy15 – daughter of a friend of mine. Met in Orlando (tell story) send her 
links etc.

Questions or comments?

√ How to find people and topics on Twitter that interest you... and more!  

Follow @Twitter for the latest updates on Twitter

Follow @Randomretweet

Follow @#hashtags for what’s happening right now on Twitter 

Go to bottom search for topical conversations

Side bar lists top 10 topics for the day and these change.... If I find something 
interesting I will tweet about the topic and then it ends up in the topic list AND in 
my timeline.

Tweetizen - Discover tweets that matter to you. Create groups based on your 
interests and filter tweets that you want to read. You no longer will have to scan 
through thousands of tweets to find something useful. You can find groups on 
technology, jobs, gossip, news - think Digg.com, but for tweets.

GeoFollow - Geo (location based) twitter user directory. (Add youself on twitter by 
sending @geofollow YOUR CITY, YOUR STATE YOUR ZIP #tag1 #tag2 #tag3. 
EG: @geofollow Walnut Creek, CA 94596 #directory #geek #people
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√ I will share at least a dozen Twitter tools and aps that are easy to use and can 
make Tweeting fun and help brand you on the fastest growing social network 
online!

Other tools I use or recommend (go to APPS below for some of these):

Tweetdeck

www.tinyurl.com – to shorten long urls 

Twitpic – to share photos

Twit4Trivia -- A trivia application for twitter featuring more then 64000 questions 
and various statistics.

TweetLater – www.tweetlater.com was a great service to schedule future tweets (I  
now use Hootsuite to schedule tweets as well as schedule posts on other social  
media such as Facebook, LinkedIn, etc)

Twittergrader – www.twittergrader.com  – find people to follow based upon their 
profiles and grades

Tweetthis -  TweetThis -- Add "TweetThis" button to your blogger.com blog and 
increase the visibility of your blog post. Let your blog readers to tweet about your 
post with a simple mouse click.

If you like music you can sign up for Twtbox and let your follower know what you 
are listening to. They can click on the link and listen with you.
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Here are the links mentioned during our times together (with a brief 
explanation where needed). 

If you have not yet done so, please follow me @heidirichards 
http://twitter.com/heidirichards 

A few other people I recommended to follow:

@unmarketing ~ Scott Stratton social media and marketing pro
@Barefoot_Exec ~ Empowerment Coach, Carrie Wilkerson 
@FeliciaSlattery ~ Communication Consultant
@JoelComm ~ Author of Twitter Power
@BrendanWenzel – he makes customized backgrounds
@Heidi_Caswell – she has created all my blogs for me

How to Retweet a post ~ ‘RT @username’ and a space in front of the original 
tweet. 

Things that commonly get retweeted include: resources, questions, something 
newsworthy, prolific or amusing, events, a blog post or a product.  

~ Keep your tweet short – The standard is under 125 characters because in order 
to be retweeted you need to allow space for an ‘@’ symbol, your username, the 
letters ‘RT’, and 2 spaces (one after RT and one after your username). 

~ Say something interesting – If you have something interesting to say people are 
more inclined to pass it on to their followers, because they’ve found it funny, 
informative or helpful.  

Follow @Twitter for the latest updates on Twitter

Follow @Randomretweet to find interesting people being retweeted. Gives you 
great ideas for people to follow that you might not otherwise find on your own.

Follow @#hashtags for what’s happening right now on Twitter 
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Other Twitter Tools you may find helpful:

Tweetizen – Here you can find groups on technology, jobs, gossip, news - think 
Digg.com, but for tweets.

GeoFollow - Geo (location based) twitter user directory. (Add yourself on twitter by 
sending @geofollow YOUR CITY, YOUR STATE YOUR ZIP #tag1 #tag2 #tag3. 
EG: @geofollow Walnut Creek, CA 94596 #directory #geek #people

Tweetdeck ~ use www.tweetdeck.com – to manage multiple tweets at one time.

Check out Retweetist.com –a site which ranks people based on the number of 
times they are retweeted.

Tiny URL - use www.tinyurl.com to shorten long urls so they fit in a tweet.

Twitpic use www.twitpic.com – to share photos

Twit4Trivia -- A trivia application for twitter featuring more then 64000 questions 
and various statistics. This is a fun site to grab content and share.

And finally, when I was finished with the first session yesterday I decided to play 
with my background. Since I am not sure what I want to end up with, I used a free 
tool called Twitback www.twitback.com a great site with several free backgrounds 
you can customize.

FYI as part of the Cashing in on Twitter Program, you also receive a zip file with 15 
different twitter background templates you can use to customize your Twitter 
pages.
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